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“At NYU Stern, we develop people and ideas that transform the challenges of the 21st century into opportunities to create value for business and society. The Center for Business and Human Rights is the embodiment of that mission.”

Peter Henry, Dean
NYU Stern School of Business

Launched in March 2013, the NYU Stern Center for Business and Human Rights is the first human rights center based at a business school. Led by Michael Posner and Sarah Labowitz, the Center is rising to meet one of today’s most essential business questions: what is business’ responsibility to the people and communities it touches in the most difficult corners of the planet?

The Center offers dedicated courses on business and human rights to MBA and undergraduate business students. In different business sectors, it undertakes projects that combine original research, convening stakeholders, and public advocacy. It seeks to make seemingly intractable problems accessible to business and create possibilities for action to improve human rights in the toughest business environments.

The Center is an independent academic endeavor of NYU Stern. It receives funding from NYU Stern, philanthropic foundations, and individuals.

“Where, after all, do universal human rights begin? In small places, close to home - so close and so small that they cannot be seen on any maps of the world. Yet they are the world of the individual person; the neighborhood he lives in; the school or college he attends; the factory, farm, or office where he works. Such are the places where every man, woman, and child seeks equal justice, equal opportunity, equal dignity without discrimination. Unless these rights have meaning there, they have little meaning anywhere. Without concerted citizen action to uphold them close to home, we shall look in vain for progress in the larger world.”

— Eleanor Roosevelt
Acronyms and Organizations

Government of Bangladesh
Department of Inspections for Factories and Establishments  DIFE

Trade Associations
Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and Exporters Association  BGMEA
Bangladesh Knitwear Manufacturers and Exporters Association  BKMEA

Factory Safety Programs — Foreign Brands
Bangladesh Accord for Fire and Building Safety  Accord
Alliance for Bangladesh Worker Safety  Alliance

International Organizations
International Labor Organization  ILO
International Finance Corporation  IFC
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development  OECD

Other Key Terms
Ready-Made Garments  RMG
Utilization Declaration  UD
This report is the second study by the NYU Stern Center for Business and Human Rights on working conditions and the garment industry in Bangladesh. It is the result of a large-scale data analysis of factory data that the Center collected and analyzed from publicly available sources and a field survey conducted in June 2015. The Center’s analysis sheds light on an important, but opaque part of the garment sector: indirect suppliers.

Indirect sourcing is key to Bangladesh’s high-volume, low-cost model of garment production. Many workers are employed in factories that supply foreign brands indirectly through other, larger factories or agents. Indirect sourcing factories operate on very tight margins and with very little oversight, increasing the vulnerability of workers to safety violations and labor rights abuses.

Our research reveals five key findings:

1. **There are more than 7,000 factories producing for the export market in Bangladesh, divided between direct and indirect sourcing factories.** Previous estimates of the size of the sector accounted for 4,000 – 4,500 factories. The report shows that the universe of factories producing for export is much larger than previously understood, and that indirect sourcing factories are a significant driver of production and employment. From 2013 to 2015, while the number of direct exporters remained constant, total apparel export volumes fluctuated substantially. This can be explained in one of two ways: either each direct exporter is able to dramatically increase and decrease its production in response to shifting demand, or the thousands of small factories that comprise the indirect sector enable direct exporters to accommodate significant shifts.

2. **In a June 2015 survey of two sub-districts of Dhaka, 32% of the 479 factories surveyed were informal subcontractors. 91% of informal factories produced at least partly for export.** Informal factories are a subset of indirect suppliers. They do not register with the government, either of the two national trade associations of apparel manufacturers, or foreign brands. Workers in this part of the sector are especially vulnerable because they are invisible to regulators and their employers operate on such slim margins that they cannot invest in even basic safety equipment or procedures. This kind of subcontracting also artificially depresses prices because it does not account for the full cost of producing in accordance with minimum labor standards.

3. **The Bangladesh Accord for Fire and Building Safety (Accord) and the Alliance for Bangladesh Worker Safety (Alliance) – two factory safety programs initiated by more than 200 foreign brands – encompass only 27% of factories in Bangladesh.** The programs have received significant public attention and have announced a commitment to spend up to US$100 million over five years to improve factory safety. But they are narrowly focused on a subset of direct suppliers. Almost three million workers are not covered by these programs.
4. **Despite thousands of inspections, very few factories have actually been fixed.** Almost all direct exporting factories have been inspected by the Accord, the Alliance, or the government and the International Labor Organization (ILO). But of the 3,425 inspections that have taken place, only eight factories have passed final inspection. This report does not examine why factory remediation has been so slow, but it is clear that something does not add up.

5. **More than US$280 million in commitments have been announced for the garment sector in Bangladesh since Rana Plaza.** While it is significant that foreign governments, development organizations, philanthropies, and foreign brands are announcing large commitments, it is not yet clear how many of these resources are being spent or if any of this money is being applied to remediate factories. It is clear that resources are not being directed towards the thousands of indirect suppliers that remain in the shadows. There is not yet a clear understanding of what it will take to ensure that workers in these factories are safe and enjoy basic labor rights.
Achieving visibility over the full supply chain at a systemic level, rather than in the context of each individual foreign brand, is a precondition for more completely fulfilling the rights of all of Bangladesh’s apparel workers.

- **To foreign brands**: Reverse the incentives for primary business partners away from a punitive system that punishes subcontracting to one that rewards transparency about the practice. Prioritize understanding where product actually is being produced.

Brands can play an important role in legitimizing indirect suppliers as an important source of productive capacity, but one that requires new approaches for oversight and compliance with labor standards. This does not mean that brands bear sole responsibility for remediating or even monitoring conditions in indirect suppliers. But brands can and should lead in setting a new tone about indirect sourcing that creates space for other stakeholders to take action.

- **To local manufacturers**: Increase transparency about the practice of indirect sourcing and its role in the production process.

- **To the government of Bangladesh and the trade associations**: Make information available about regulatory systems that apply to direct and indirect suppliers.

- **To foreign governments and international organizations**: Put indirect sourcing on the global agenda about supply chains, including the G-7 agenda, the ILO’s meeting on supply chains in 2016, the World Economic Forum, and the OECD’s guidance efforts for companies in the apparel and footwear sectors.¹
The mapping of 7,000 factories and the survey of two sub-districts in Dhaka presented in this report and the accompanying map are an important first step in identifying the full scale of garment production in Bangladesh. But more and better data is required to identify the full extent of the sector.

- To the ILO, in cooperation with the trade associations, unions, and the government of Bangladesh:
  Conduct a comprehensive survey of direct and indirect sourcing in Dhaka and Chittagong.

The ILO should allocate personnel and financial resources under its existing RMG program to underwrite a comprehensive survey. The government and the trade associations should authorize and fully endorse the survey to encourage openness on the part of all factories, especially informal and indirect suppliers.

In our comprehensive survey of Tongi and Rampura, it took six surveyors three full days to identify almost 500 factories, working in three teams. With the same small team, it would take about 42 work days to identify all garment factories in Bangladesh, or just over two months.

- To private philanthropies, in partnership with the MissingMaps project and Bangladeshi civil society:
  Create a parcel map of Dhaka and Chittagong.

The creation of a parcel map of Dhaka would enable factory surveyors to associate their findings with individual parcels, including information such as factory names, conditions, and images with specific geographic areas. Such a map would: address the problem of poor availability of map information for Bangladesh; support a factory survey; and be useful in many other humanitarian and development contexts.
3. Regulate and create incentives to formalize indirect factories

A dynamic, sustainable garment sector would fairly distribute the costs of labor rights compliance across all firms in the sector, not just those that maintain direct relationships with foreign brands that demand compliance as part of the price of doing business.

- **To the government of Bangladesh:** Improve enforcement in the indirect exporting part of the sector.

  Raising the odds of inspection and even prosecution for labor rights and safety violations (in addition to other regulatory obligations, such as taxation and business registration) among indirect suppliers would discourage firms from remaining informal and encourage factories to meet minimum standards of labor rights and worker protection.

- **To direct suppliers:** Help indirect exporters formalize through a “buddy system.”

  Working through a buddy system, direct suppliers could transfer knowledge and potentially resources to help small- and medium-sized subcontracting factories achieve minimum standards for labor rights and safety compliance. Rubana Huq, managing director of Mohammadi Group, suggested such a system in a 2014 *Wall Street Journal* op-ed: “Every stronger factory should assume responsibility for boosting the industry’s reputation by helping smaller factories comply with new standards. If 250 responsible manufacturers could each monitor and mentor 10 smaller factories on compliance issues, that would then alter the reality for 2,500 factories.4

- **To international financial institutions and the government of Bangladesh:** Undertake infrastructure development in electricity, transportation, and gas.

  Indirect suppliers rely on the underdeveloped public infrastructure grid, leaving them especially vulnerable to electrical fires. Corruption at the highest levels of government prevented Bangladesh from receiving World Bank funding for a major bridge project in 2012.5 Since then, the World Bank has pulled back from funding the kind of large-scale infrastructure projects that would help lower costs across all factories in Bangladesh.

  The government should investigate and prosecute corruption allegations to restore confidence among international lenders. In addition to fulfilling its commitment to spend fully wire residential electrical infrastructure.6 International lenders should reconsider policies that restrict financing for infrastructure projects.
**RECOMMENDATIONS**

- **To private-sector lenders and Bangladeshi banks:** Improve access to capital for small- and medium-sized enterprises.

  Limited access to capital remains a significant barrier for indirect exporters to make necessary improvements, such as acquiring land for a purpose-built facility, investing in electrical and fire safety systems, or even simply meeting payroll on a regular basis. While significant loan commitments have been made by international lenders and brands, these generally target direct exporters and are made available in dollars, not the local currency in which indirect exporters conduct business. Working together, international lenders and local banks should develop targeted financing facilities for indirect factories, including an expanded pool of loans available in Bangladeshi Taka.

- **To the ILO:** Expand the scope of existing RMG initiatives to include indirect factories and strategies for formalizing this part of the sector.

Informal factories are subject to almost no regulation or oversight and even basic standards of safety, health, and labor rights are not enforced. As profit margins tighten through repeated subcontracting, labor is the only flexible cost component. Machinery, electricity, gas, and rent are fixed costs; managers operating on hair-thin margins seek to reduce overall costs by squeezing workers through low wages and long hours, or by employing children. CLAUDIO MONTEZANO CASILLAS
4. Make the case for continued investment in Bangladesh

Foreign brands made five-year commitments to stay in Bangladesh through the Accord and the Alliance in 2013. With the five-year mark on the horizon, coupled with a worsening security situation and slow progress on labor rights reforms, there is an urgent need for Bangladeshi leaders and factory owners to demonstrate that Bangladesh continues to be a good investment for the global fashion industry.

- To the government of Bangladesh: Strengthen the climate for mature industrial relations, in which independent unions can thrive.

  The government should lead in strengthening protections for trade unionists, including by investigating and prosecuting crimes against union organizers, and creating space for the union movement to advance.

- To Bangladeshi leaders and factory owners: Take ownership of an international effort organized around the concept of “shared responsibility” to realize a vision for a safe and sustainable garment sector.

  A new model is emerging for tackling the most entrenched governance problems in global supply chains through a shared responsibility approach. Leaders within Bangladesh should embrace this model, generating a mandate to address labor and safety issues in all factories and inviting all relevant stakeholders to join the effort. Shared responsibility for improving the overall system of garment production is an ambitious objective; leaders should approach it as a matter of vital importance for the future viability of the industry and the country’s economic development.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Top 5 garment producing countries, 2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China 38.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy 5.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh 5.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong 4.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany 4.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam 4.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: World Trade Organization
5. Convene a taskforce

Given the scale of the challenge presented by the large universe of indirect sourcing factories (in addition to well-known problems among direct sourcing factories), a new structure will be required to organize ambitious action among the key stakeholders.

- **To private philanthropies and/or governments:** With a mandate from Bangladeshi leaders and buy-in from the international community, underwrite an entity or secretariat to organize a taskforce with a mission to develop a roadmap for a safe and sustainable garment sector in Bangladesh.

  The taskforce will require senior leadership from within Bangladesh, as well as international stakeholders. It should work over the course of 12–18 months to develop a comprehensive and specific roadmap to upgrade the entire export garment sector. The roadmap should include the wide-ranging set of policy tools, financial resources, and regulatory incentives that will be required to achieve a garment sector that delivers on the promise of expanded economic opportunity and the dignity of work for all workers. It should attach a cost to these improvements.

- **To the taskforce secretariat:** Convene all actors with a stake in a more safe and sustainable garment sector, including foreign brands, local manufacturers (both direct and indirect suppliers), unions, governments, international financial institutions, and the Accord and the Alliance.

  The taskforce must be supported by strong administrative functioning – regular meetings, transparent processes for considering and deciding on key issues, clear communication, and engaging appropriate experts.
6. Share costs and responsibilities

No single actor can underwrite the significant costs of upgrading Bangladesh’s garment sector. Local and international participants should share the costs. Detroit provides a useful model, in which the public-private Blight Removal Taskforce successfully surveyed the city’s problem with blighted structures, developed a blueprint for addressing it, and raised public and private funds to meet the US$800 million price tag of clearing blighted structures.

- To brands, leading local manufacturers, the government of Bangladesh, foreign governments, development organizations, international financial institutions, private philanthropies, the Accord, the Alliance, the ILO, and unions:
  Share responsibility for the costs of upgrading the garment sector to make it safe and sustainable for the long term.

In a shared responsibility model, there is no set approach that would dictate the size of each stakeholder’s financial responsibility. Working through the taskforce, all stakeholders should develop a formula for sharing costs that is fair and transparent. A formula is likely to result in proportional sharing of costs among stakeholder groups and individual actors. For example, governments of consuming countries may collectively assume responsibility for a portion of the total cost, which could be divided based on level of imports from Bangladesh. Of course, strict oversight will be required to ensure that funds are used for their intended purpose.

Product type by number of factories

Source: NYU Stern Center for Business and Human Rights factory list, available at http://stern.nyu.edu/bangladesh-factory-map
It has been more than two years since almost 1,200 workers were killed in a single morning in the factory collapse at Rana Plaza in a suburb of Dhaka. The tragedy was a wake-up call to the global fashion industry and those who benefit from it: consumers in the United States and Europe who have never been able to buy more clothes more cheaply than they can today; the fashion brands that are some of the biggest companies in the world; and leaders within Bangladesh, whose economy is deeply dependent on the continued growth of garment manufacturing. Rana Plaza was a symbol of a larger uncomfortable truth about the global apparel supply chain: low-wage garment work can come at almost unimaginable costs.

The global economy is increasingly dependent on integrated networks of
suppliers across national borders to produce and deliver goods in all sectors. In many ways, Bangladesh’s apparel sector represents the possibilities of global supply chains: over the last 30 years, the garment industry has helped fuel Bangladesh’s economic growth and employment for millions of its citizens. The rate of extreme poverty has plummeted as the garment industry has grown.

This study is the product of a comprehensive analysis of publicly available factory information in Bangladesh, as well as an on-the-ground survey of two sub-districts in Dhaka. It builds on our 2014 report on subcontracting in Bangladesh, Business as Usual Is Not an Option: Supply chains and sourcing after Rana Plaza.

Its findings portray a widening gap between direct and indirect suppliers. Direct suppliers — those factories that global fashion brands acknowledge — are subject to increasing oversight of working conditions and elevated standards for fire and building safety. But these factories are just the tip of the iceberg. For every facility where labor conditions are improving, there are many more factories where workers toil in conditions that present risk of serious harm and abuse of labor rights. Factories that indirectly supply the export market operate below the surface. These factories are vital to Bangladesh’s ability to produce high volumes of low-cost clothing in response to fluctuating seasonal demand. But they operate in the shadows.

In writing this report, we start from premise that the garment industry has been good for Bangladesh and its people, and that continued growth of the industry has the potential to generate shared prosperity for the long term. By making visible a previously unseen part of the sector, our objective is to encourage investment and innovation to elevate standards for all workers, in both direct and indirect suppliers.

Progress in reforming the garment sector since Rana Plaza has been halting and there is a growing sense of fatigue about ensuring that even the best direct exporters meet high standards for safety. With the expiration of the Accord and the Alliance on the horizon in 2018, brands may be tempted to quietly pull up stakes, shifting production to less high-profile sourcing destinations.

The loss of the garment sector, or its dramatic reduction, would only compound the tragedy of Rana Plaza. In our view, this is a moment for action to seek sustainable ways of doing business that account for the full cost of labor rights compliance in both direct and indirect suppliers, while remaining fiercely competitive as a key sourcing destination. This will only be possible if buyers acknowledge the important role of indirect suppliers and create the space for a realistic discussion of the true cost of fast fashion. It also demands urgent leadership on the part local garment manufacturers in Bangladesh, especially the largest and most successful of these firms, to identify practical ways of formalizing and standardizing indirect production.

Achieving a safe and sustainable apparel supply chain in Bangladesh will require a shift in mindset about which entities are responsible for fixing factories. Since the mid-1990s, the international community’s primary response to well-documented labor rights problems in the apparel supply chain has been to deputize private companies to ensure workers’ rights. Bangladesh is a stark illustration of the limits of this model. On the one hand, private compliance efforts by individual companies have resulted in improvements in some factories. At the high end of the supply chain, brand-sensitive multinationals work closely with their primary suppliers in relationships undergirded by standardized, professional business practices.

But most factories in Bangladesh are not this kind of modern, formal enterprise. Approximately half of the factories in Bangladesh are indirect suppliers that do not maintain relationships with foreign buyers. Because they operate on slim margins and often lack sophisticated business experience, they do not use modern business methods and are unfamiliar with international standards for labor rights. Factories that indirectly supply global brands are not touched by private compliance initiatives.

To be sure, brands have a responsibility towards workers in factories beyond their first tier suppliers. All brands benefit when subcontracting factories are in compliance with minimum standards. A systemic approach is needed that enlists a wider array of actors to elevate standards in this part of the sector.

Local unions also have an important role. The test of a garment sector that is truly sustainable over the long term will be its ability to accommodate worker voices and worker representatives as the sector grows.

The premise of globalization is that it benefits people in developed and developing countries alike. Consumers in developed countries enjoy wide availability of cheap goods, while workers and communities in developing countries gain access to economic opportunity and expanded realization of rights. Achieving minimum standards in all factories, including indirect suppliers, will require additional financial resources and commitments by brands, their primary suppliers, governments, development and financial organizations, unions, and private philanthropies.
A “shared responsibility” model that draws on the capacities of each of these entities should be pursued in Bangladesh’s export garment sector.

The research contained in this report is an important step in gaining greater understanding of the true size and complexity of the apparel supply chain in Bangladesh. It is incontrovertible that the supply chain is bigger, more complex, and contains greater risk for more workers than previously imagined. New ways of thinking and acting are needed to ensure that all factories provide employment in safe conditions and with the dignity of work for all workers.
Methodology

Prior to 2014, there was little publicly available, reliable information about the number of garment factories in Bangladesh. Before Rana Plaza, most estimates put the number of factories at 4,000 – 4,500. In the Center’s 2014 report, Business as Usual is Not an Option: Supply chains and sourcing after Rana Plaza, we argued that the number of factories actually was much higher because of the prevalence of indirect sourcing factories.

Over the last two years, more data has become available about Bangladesh’s export garment sector. The government of Bangladesh launched its own factory database; the two trade associations updated their websites and factory registries; and the Accord and the Alliance began to publish monthly lists of factories that supply their members. These lists contain rich information about factory location, types of production (sweaters, tops, children’s, etc.), annual production volume, number of sewing machines, and numbers of male and female workers. The five sources of data presented a unique opportunity to quantitatively analyze information about the factories and workers that comprise the country’s powerful garment sector.

In October and November 2014, we collected all of the data from the five source lists, which resulted in more than 11,000 factory records. Through a painstaking process of manual de-duplication, a team of Stern MBAs combined records that represented the same factory, eliminating more than 3,800 duplicates. The de-duplication was completed in August 2015.

We call the resulting list of 7,179 factories the “official list” of factories in Bangladesh because factories on these lists contain rich information about factory location, types of production, annual production volume, number of sewing machines, and numbers of male and female workers.

Figure 1: Sources of factory data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data source</th>
<th>Nº of factory records</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Department of Inspections for Factories and Establishments (DIFE), Government of Bangladesh</td>
<td>3,660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and Exporters Association (BGMEA)</td>
<td>3,498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh Knitwear Manufacturers and Exporters Association (BKMEA)</td>
<td>1,825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh Accord for Fire and Building Safety (Accord)</td>
<td>1,611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alliance for Bangladesh Worker Safety (Alliance)</td>
<td>652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>11,246</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
lists have registered with one of the five entities that maintain factory data. The cleaned up, comprehensive list is included in Appendix III and is available on our website, http://www.stern.nyu.edu/bangladesh-factory-map, where it is accompanied by a factory map. The map presents the first comprehensive view of any country’s apparel manufacturing sector at a national level. It includes interactive information about the 7,000 factories on the official list, in addition to factory information in 65 neighborhoods.

As rich as the official data is, it does not tell a complete or accurate story of how garments are produced and the workers who are producing them. The official data contains only that – factories that are officially registered either with the government, one of the trade associations, or one of the foreign initiatives. Our earlier research indicates clearly that there is a wide network of informal factories that remain unregistered and where workers are invisible to regulators, inspectors, and buyers. We also know that the official lists, particularly BGMEA and BKMEA, include factories that do not physically exist or exist in name only.\textsuperscript{15} This means that the official data is inflated by factories that do not exist and excludes factories that do exist.

Figure 2: Sub-districts with the highest concentration of registered garment facilities (official list)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thana</th>
<th>Total Factories</th>
<th>Alliance and Accord Factories</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Fatullah</td>
<td>705</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Gazipur</td>
<td>656</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Savar</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Ashulia</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Mirpur</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Tongi</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Kalahoir</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Uttara</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Pallabi</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Double Mooring</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Narayanganj</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Rampura</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To test the validity of the official list and the prevalence of informal factories, we conducted a comprehensive survey of two sub-districts in Dhaka – Tongi and Rampura – in June 2015. We used the official list to determine the sub-districts with the highest concentration of garment facilities (see the top 12 list above) and selected Tongi (#6) and Rampura (#12) as survey areas.

The selected sub-districts are geographical hubs for garment production. Tongi and Rampura are not only areas of high factory concentration themselves, but they are also surrounded by other areas where subcontracting is prevalent. Tongi, for example, in the northern part of Dhaka City, borders Uttara (#8) and is close to Gazipur (#2). Rampura on the south-east part of the city is closer to the old town (Fatullah #1), where garment production originally started before production moved to the outskirts of Dhaka. While Tongi is one of the districts with the highest concentrations of Accord/Alliance production (39%); Rampura is one of the districts with the smallest percentage (9%). The local assessment team also judged Tongi and Rampura as most suitable in terms of their accessibility and size.

Four assessment teams, each comprised of two local survey experts, walked every street in Tongi and Rampura over three full days in June 2015. Their objective was to identify every facility involved in the garment business in these areas. The facilities they identified included larger factories that cut, sew and package finished products, but also facilities that produce accessories (zippers, buttons etc.), or only perform individual production steps, such as printing or washing.

The teams accessed over 90% of the garment facilities on the official list in the two areas. They surveyed management staff on a set of business-related questions, including information about current business challenges, as well as where the factory fits in the regulatory landscape (see Appendix I).

We were able to assess whether a factory was a direct exporter, a registered subcontractor, or an unregistered subcontractor by asking factory managers about their membership in the trade associations, whether they “take UD” (the formal import/export permit issued by the trade associations on behalf of the government), and whether they were producing for export.

A factory can be a member of the trade association, but not take UD (official subcontractor) or be an unregistered factory that produces for export (informal subcontractor). Informal subcontractors do not maintain direct relationships with foreign buyers, take UD, belong to a trade association, or register with a government entity.

The official list of approximately 7,000 factories coupled with data from the field survey formed the basis of the analysis for this report.

---

**METHODOLOGY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Formal</th>
<th>Informal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>• Accord, Alliance factories</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• BGMEA, BKMEA members that “take UD”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>• BGMEA, BKMEA members that do not “take UD” and rely on subcontracts with other trade association members</td>
<td>• Unregistered factories that supply direct exporting factories through subcontracts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There are more than 7,000 factories producing for the export market, split between direct and indirect sourcing factories. Indirect suppliers are an important driver of overall production in Bangladesh and key to the sector’s ability to respond to seasonal fluctuations in orders.

More than 7,000 Total Factories

Previous estimates of the size of the garment sector accounted for 4,000 – 4,500 factories. By collecting data from five publicly available datasets, we found more than 7,000 factories. This means that the universe of factories is more than 56% larger than previously understood. In addition, we found that the total number of factories is split approximately evenly between direct and indirect exporting factories.

Initially, we anticipated that there would be a significant degree of overlap among the five sources. However, analysis by Marc-Olivier Boldi from the Research Center for Statistics at the University of Geneva showed that while some lists are closely correlated, others are not. For example, out of 1,569 BGMEA factories, 1,314 also appear on the DIFE list. This is a large overlap and we assume that the government drew its data from the trade associations.

Between the BGMEA/BKMEA and Accord lists, in contrast, there is less overlap than expected. One thousand, one hundred and five factories are listed in the BGMEA and Accord lists; only 321 facilities are listed on the BKMEA and Accord lists. We had assumed that all of the 1,569 Accord factories also would be registered in either BGMEA or BKMEA lists. But, in fact, there are 261 Accord factories that appear on no other list (16%). The BGMEA list was compiled long before the Accord or the Alliance and it is possible that it simply was not up to date at the time we collected the data.

Why is the universe of factories so much bigger than previously understood? There is simply more and better data available as a result of demands for increased transparency from the international community beginning in 2013. Prior to Rana Plaza, only the trade associations published any information about the factory base in Bangladesh. The 2011-2012 BGMEA Members’ Directory lists 3,411 factories in Dhaka and 769 in Chittagong. These numbers are likely inflated by the inclusion of factories that are no longer in operation but that remained on the list. After Rana Plaza, foreign governments and the ILO pressured the government to publish its own data, which it did in a DIFE database launched in April 2014.

Around the same time, the Accord and the Alliance began publishing monthly factory lists identifying their members’ primary suppliers.

In short, previous estimates of the size of the sector were derived from data produced by the trade associations that was not completely reliable. The availability of more data from a wider variety of sources has brought more factories into the light.

For those interested in improving factory safety and workers’ rights in Bangladesh, this means that the reach of these efforts must be considered in the context of a bigger universe of factories. For example, in November 2015, Srinivas B. Reddy, Bangladesh
country director of the ILO, was quoted as saying, “Eighty percent of factories ... will require fire and electrical remediation.”

In the absence of good information about the total size of the sector, there is a denominator problem – 80% of how many factories?

Similarly, in October 2015, the government of Bangladesh announced that it had inspected 1,475 factories with support from the ILO. The government asserted that 80% of factories have been found safe (very much at odds with the ILO’s conclusions around the same time). Using 7,000 as the denominator, the government’s inspections covered only about 20% of the total number of garment factories producing for export in Bangladesh. The problems presented by an under-regulated and informal garment sector are much bigger than anyone has acknowledged up to this point.

**Direct and Indirect Suppliers**

Within the universe of 7,000 factories, there are both direct and indirect suppliers. The analysis in this Report is based on an understanding of the Bangladeshi permitting system for tracking duty-free import of materials, called the “Utilization Declaration” or “UD.” UD is required for every export order. For example, if a factory receives an order for 100,000 shirts, each of which requires three yards of fabric, the factory would receive UD from the trade association to import exactly 300,000 yards of fabric duty-free. This means that UD is the marker of whether a factory is a direct export factory.

The trade associations each maintain a “UD list” of those factories, which, at some point during the year, have applied for and received UD. This list is not publicly available, but BGMEA reported in an email interview that its list has remained stable over the past three years at 2,100 UD factories and The Financial Express reports that the BKMEA’s list stands between 800 – 1,000 factories. We use 3,200 as the total estimate of the size of the UD list.

The stability of the UD list is surprising, given that production volume is so volatile. Between 2013 and 2014, total production volume fell dramatically, from 1.49 billion units to 993 million units. In 2015, the sector came roaring back, growing 58% to 1.57 billion units. This means that the average number of units per direct exporting factory went from 465,625 down to 309,375 and then back up again to 490,625 within three years.

This can be explained in one of two ways: either each direct exporter is able to dramatically increase and decrease its production in response to shifting demand, or the thousands of small factories that comprise the indirect sector enable the direct exporters to accommodate substantial shifts. This data, coupled with our earlier research, points strongly to the latter scenario. Subcontracting allows bigger factories to accommodate demand swings by increasing capacity without additional capital investment.

While we do not have a list identifying which of the specific factories among the approximately 7,000 are direct export factories, it is significant to
understand that about half of the total is comprised of direct suppliers, while the other half is made up of indirect suppliers.

This also means that there are members of the trade associations that are not direct suppliers. These factories are formal, indirect factories that produce for export. Within BGMEA, there are about 1,000 factories in this category. As we identified in our earlier research, the trade association registers these subcontracts through a formal administrative process called the "inter-bond transfer license" that tracks the movement of goods under the particular order's UD number. For formal, indirect sourcing factories, the BGMEA offers protection for the factory in the event that an order goes wrong. As one such factory owner said, "It's very risky not to go through BGMEA" for subcontracted orders.

There are key differences between direct and indirect suppliers. As we detailed in our earlier research, direct exporters are characterized by:

- Relationships with foreign brands.
- Relationships with foreign suppliers of inputs such as fabric, thread, packaging materials, and accessories (mostly from China).
- Credit-based orders through the "back-to-back L/C" (letter of credit) system, conducted in dollars.
- Access to export credits.

Direct exporters assume all responsibility for every aspect of production from procuring materials, to cutting, sewing, finishing, packaging, and transport. This requires significant investment of capital, sophisticated international relationships, and capacity to withstand production delays due to late delivery of materials or other factors. Suppliers that demonstrate the highest order and export volumes also have the greatest access to capital. This is because financing and export credits are made available on the basis of total order and export volume, not production capacity.

If the indirect sourcing model was conducted within an effective regulatory framework and efficient markets, it could allocate and re-allocate production according to the competitive advantages of each actor in the supply chain. The absence of those conditions, however, has resulted in a supply chain driven by pursuit of the lowest nominal costs. This has undermined wages and working conditions, investment in technology and training, and improvements in productivity and quality.

### Employment Data

Based on employment information from the official factory list, there are 5.1 million workers in the garment sector. The ILO estimates that there are 4.2 million workers. Given that our research shows that the number of factories is significantly larger than previous
estimates, it is not surprising to see that there also are almost a million more workers in the sector than previously understood.

Interestingly, the official data we compiled shows that just 56% percent of workers are women, while the ILO reports that 80% of garment workers are women. Not all factories in our dataset include a breakdown of employment along gender lines and we did not test the validity of employment data in our field study.

One of the key narratives about the garment sector in Bangladesh is that it has been empowering to women, who have driven the sector’s phenomenal growth. While it is certainly significant that women represent more than half the workforce in the garment sector, our data show a more even split between men and women than this narrative would suggest. In the course of our research, we spent significant time in garment factories of all sizes, where it is most common to see women operating sewing machines. But there are many men also employed in the sector, often in jobs such as cutting and loading. Management positions are, perhaps unsurprisingly, dominated by men. It should be a subject of further research to better understand the reality of gender dynamics in the garment sector.
2. Informal subcontracting

In our survey of two sub-districts in Dhaka, 32% of the 479 factories surveyed were informal subcontractors; 91% of these factories produce at least partly for the export market. Subcontracting without oversight increases workers’ vulnerability to labor rights abuse and safety violations.

Prevalence of informal subcontracting

Informal factories are a subset of indirect suppliers. They do not register with the government, the trade associations, or foreign brands and rely on subcontracts with other, larger factories to fill their production lines. In our June 2015 survey of two sub-districts of Dhaka, 32% of the 479 factories surveyed were informal subcontractors producing at least partly for the export market.40 They are characterized by their small size – on average, they employ 55 workers; among all factories on the official list, the average number of workers per factory is 650. Informal subcontractors tend to focus on a single production process, such as sewing, washing, dyeing, or printing. The top three barriers to enhanced productivity for informal factories were limited electricity, fluctuating order volumes, and political instability.

Workers in this part of the sector are especially vulnerable because they are invisible to regulators and their employers operate on such slim margins that they cannot invest in even basic safety equipment or procedures. Small, under-resourced factories must rely on labor-intensive production methods rather than making capital investments in machines and processes that improve efficiency. They also undercut larger, more compliant factories on price. Informal factories do not pay taxes, submit to regulation, or bear the costs of labor rights compliance.

The survey did not ask questions about working conditions, or even subcontracting explicitly. But anecdotally, the survey teams reported that they observed child labor in some informal factories. We did not seek to verify employees’ ages, but the observation of potential child workers reinforces the lack of oversight and risks to workers in this part of the sector.43 The survey teams’ observations are reinforced by journalistic reporting on informal factories that highlight child labor in this part of sector. Informal subcontracting factories may serve as a pathway into employment in the formal sector, with young workers starting out in the least

---

Figure 5: Breakdown of factories producing for export: Tongi and Rampura factory survey, June 201541

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direct</th>
<th>Formal</th>
<th>Indirect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>185</td>
<td>Members of BGMEA, BKMEA and take UD always or sometimes42</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>8 Members of BGMEA, BKMEA members; do not take UD</td>
<td>153 Not members of BGMEA, BKMEA; do not take UD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
regulated factories where prohibitions against child labor are not regularly enforced.

We are not aware of any inspections of informal subcontracting factories and visibility into this part of the sector remains very limited. Our survey is the first attempt to begin a systemic assessment of informal subcontracting. But the combination of survey data, anecdotal reporting, and journalistic accounts reinforce a view of informal factories as being subject to almost no regulation or oversight, where even basic standards of safety, health, and labor rights are not enforced. As profit margins tighten through repeated subcontracting, labor is the only flexible cost component. Machinery, electricity, gas, and rent are fixed costs; managers operating on hair-thin margins seek to reduce overall costs by squeezing workers through low wages and long hours, or by employing children.

Though some academics have disputed this view of informal subcontracting, the growing body of research into the true nature of the apparel supply chain suggests that these factories are as, if not more, dangerous than the regulated factories at the top of the sector. Moreover, the survey results show that informal subcontracting continues to be a prominent mode of production, as almost a third of factories in the survey areas were informal subcontracting factories.
Informal factories produce for export

The survey also showed that 91% of informal factories produce at least partly for export. The most common scenario is for informal subcontracting factories to do mixed production for the domestic and export markets. All of our research suggests that the boundaries between types of production are fluid; factories prefer to take the highest value-add orders available to them, but will take less desirable orders to fill their lines. For informal suppliers, export production is more valuable than domestic. But in the absence of export subcontracts, they will fill their lines with domestic production. From the perspective of foreign brands, the risk of production ending up with an informal supplier is unpredictable.

![Figure 6: Indicators for informal, indirect subcontracting for the export and domestic markets](image-url)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Take UD</th>
<th>Domestic market production</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Never</td>
<td>Only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sometimes</td>
<td>1\textsuperscript{st}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Always</td>
<td>1\textsuperscript{st}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No response</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The two factory safety programs initiated by foreign brands encompass only 27% of factories, which tend to be larger and better resourced than all other factories. Because they are in the largest factories, the two initiatives encompass 45% of workers, though more than three million workers remain outside their purview.

**Accord and Alliance cover 27% of factories**

While global fashion brands had been unwilling to take large-scale, collective action on factory safety prior to April 2013, Rana Plaza was a catalyst for brands to come together to develop common standards and approaches to improve fire and building safety. The Accord includes global and local unions and more than 200 brands, while the Alliance encompasses 27 North American brands. The programs have received significant public attention and have committed to spend up to US$100 million over five years to improve factory safety. But they are narrowly focused on a subset of direct suppliers.
3. ACCORD AND ALLIANCE

The Accord and the Alliance encompass 1,900 factories, which represent 27% of the estimated 7,000 total factories in Bangladesh and about 60% of the 3,200 factories on the direct export “UD list.” Factories that do direct export but which are not covered by the Accord or the Alliance are likely supplying brands based in Turkey, Japan, Brazil, Russia, and South Africa, as well as non-Accord/Alliance brands in North America and Europe.

Accord/Alliance brands are the most desirable buyers because of their order volumes, prices, modern business practices, and international prestige. Factories compete to supply these brands and to meet their high standards. But our earlier research indicates that subcontracting is happening even among this relatively elite group of factories.

It is impossible at this stage to track which Accord/Alliance factories are connected to factories in the wider universe of indirect suppliers. Even within the trade associations, many of the processes for tracking the movement of orders between factories are not computerized and are not made available to buyers or the public. At the same time, the boundary is permeable between the factories that Accord/Alliance brands acknowledge and all other factories. Given the widespread reliance on subcontracting, it is likely that workers in the wider universe of factories are producing clothing that ends up in the supply chains of Accord/Alliance brands.

Comparing the average size of Accord/Alliance factories to other factories

There are significant differences between Accord and Alliance factories and other factories. Accord/Alliance factories tend to be large, with a median factory size of 1,200 workers. Among all factories on the official list, the median factory size is 650 workers, and in our survey, informal factories were even smaller, with a median size of 55 workers. On the whole, Accord and Alliance brands are concentrated in the largest factories, while outside of this top tier of the sector, factories are mostly small- and medium-sized enterprises.

As our earlier research identified, factories that are the primary suppliers of Accord and Alliance brands tend to have greater access to capital, standalone facilities not in mixed-use buildings, and more sophisticated foreign relationships with buyers and suppliers of key inputs (such as fabric, accessories, and packaging material). Developing such a large factory requires access to capital, relationships with foreign buyers and suppliers, dedicated land, and sufficient electricity to run many machines. These factories can be highly sophisticated, efficient, profitable, and even sustainable. For example, Viyellatex Group was recognized in 2013 as the recipient of PVH’s global sustainability award and is now going green in its operations.

The Accord and the Alliance are concentrated in factories that are the most well-resourced and which have the greatest exposure to international standards and expectations around labor rights and factory safety. Nevertheless, there are certainly risks for labor rights abuse and poor factory safety even in this part of the supply chain. As the Accord noted in an October 2014 op-ed, its inspectors found more than 80,000 violations in inspections of 1,100 factories.

But strategies for improving – and financing – factory safety repairs will necessarily be different depending on the characteristics of the factory. To date, there is not nearly enough attention on the unique needs of factories that are not direct exporters.

Comparing employment data in Accord and Alliance factories to other factories

While the Accord and the Alliance represent about a quarter of all factories, they encompass almost half the total workforce. Totaling all of the employment data in the official factory list, there are 5.1 million workers in the garment sector. Accord and Alliance factories account for 2.3 million of these workers.

This is not surprising given the concentration of Accord and Alliance brands in large factories. And it means that many workers are benefiting from the inspection and worker safety programs run by both initiatives. The Accord and the Alliance each maintain sizeable staffs in Dhaka, with dedicated personnel for inspections, capacity building, and fire safety.

For example, the Accord, which includes ten unions, is prioritizing worker participation, with the objective of including greater worker voice in inspections, monitoring, and implementing corrective action plans, in addition to empowering workers to refuse unsafe work if necessary. The Alliance operates the Amader Kotha Helpline, through which workers can report safety and other concerns via a free hotline.

While it is significant that almost half the workforce is covered by the extensive fire and building safety programs run by the Accord and the Alliance, the data show that 2.8 million workers do not enjoy these benefits. This means that there is a risk of a widening gap between those factories that maintain relationships with American and European brands and those that are either indirect suppliers or supply brands from other parts of the world. All workers in Bangladesh are entitled to minimum standards of safety and dignity at work.
4. Fixing Factories

While almost all direct exporters have been inspected as of October 2015, the test of the hundreds of millions of dollars committed to factory safety is remediation of the violations identified. Thus far, only eight factories have passed final inspection and no indirect exporters have been inspected.

Inspections

As of October 2015, 3,425 inspections have taken place through a combination of the Accord, Alliance, and DIFE/ILO. It is unclear from the available reporting how much overlap there is among these inspections, but there is no doubt that a significant portion of direct exporters has been inspected. According to the ILO, its inspection program targets those factories that are not covered by the Accord or the Alliance, but that are on the UD list. This means that almost all factories that have been inspected are direct exporters and that almost all of these factories have been inspected. This has not been accomplished without challenges, as evidenced by the ILO’s letter to the BGMEA in October 2015 alleging that 88 factories were unwilling to submit to safety inspections.

Corrective Action

The Accord reported in November 2015 that of the 1,590 factories it had inspected, progress toward fixing violations identified through inspections was delayed in most factories. Only two Accord factories have successfully completed a “Corrective Action Plan.” As the November 2015 Quarterly Update says, “the majority of factories are currently behind schedule according to timelines agreed following each factory’s initial inspection.” The Alliance reported in September 2015 that six factories had passed final inspection. DIFE does not report that any factories have completed a Corrective Action Plan, meaning that the total number of direct export factories that have passed final inspection is eight (0.002%).

Why are so few factories successfully being fixed? There are two reasons. First, the most essential upgrades to make factories safer, such as electrical improvements and moving to purpose-built facilities, are expensive. The Alliance estimates that the average cost of remediation is US$250,000 – $350,000 per factory.

Second, it appears that the position of the brands in the Accord and the Alliance is that the significant cost of factory repairs is the responsibility of their suppliers. By their own accounts, factory improvements have only been completed in a small percentage of Accord and Alliance factories. The situation is now at something of a stalemate over burden sharing for factory improvements. Factory owners apparently are not making the investments identified as necessary in Accord and Alliance inspections, and brands are unwilling to underwrite the costs themselves.

Worker Voice

To make any corrective actions sustainable, the Accord and Alliance focus on raising workers’ voice through trainings and their integration in safety committees. Supporting workers’ representation in safety committees that monitor the implementation of safety standards is an essential element for a sustainable garment sector over the long term. Even more so, the development of mature, healthy industrial relations with a thriving union movement that truly represents workers should be a goal for all stakeholders.
As of August 2015, there are 464 trade unions in Bangladesh, of which 323 have been registered since Rana Plaza (70%). Syed Sultan Uddin Ahmed, assistant executive director of the Bangladesh Institute for Labor Studies, explained the rise in unionization in the Dhaka Tribune in August 2015: “The number of trade union registrations has increased due to international pressures including human rights organizations, global trade unions, consumer groups as well as retailers.”

However, Bangladeshi labor law requires that a third of a factory’s workforce be registered with the union as a precondition of government recognition. Amirul Haque, president of the National Garment Workers Federation, explained to The Guardian that registering unions in large factories is particularly challenging: “It is very hard because to start organizing in a workplace of 10,000 people, you must sign up 3,000 workers.” As a result, most unions are registering in small facilities, where the threshold for organizing is a much lower number of workers. Given that the Accord and the Alliance are concentrated in large factories, increasing unionization in these factories will be difficult.

Currently, despite registration of many new unions, the climate for management-labor relations remains strained. Bangladesh has a long history of violence targeting union leaders. And Amirul Haque notes that even today, trade unionists regularly face harassment, violence and being fired. Since 2007, the AFL-CIO has launched four complaints with the U.S. Trade Representative calling for suspension of Bangladesh’s preferential trade status on the basis of its failure to make “meaningful and consistent progress toward affording internationally recognized labor rights, including freedom of association…”

As Christy Hoffman, deputy general secretary of UNI Global Union, told The Guardian, “There is no such thing as a truly safe factory without informed and engaged workers on the factory floor with an independent voice to raise problems and enforce solutions.” Achieving a safe and sustainable garment sector will require significant improvements in the climate for labor relations.

### International funding and finance

Significant international attention after Rana Plaza resulted in announcements of big commitments of foreign assistance targeting the garment sector. A full index of the largest public and private funds is included in Appendix II. Exclusive of the US$12.9 million domestic factory inspection budget (2013–2016), the international community has announced commitments to spend up to US$280 million for Bangladesh’s garment sector. Very little data is available about how much of this money has actually been spent. While money has been invested to conduct inspections and for the operational budgets of the Accord and Alliance, it is not clear how much, if any, money has been spent on factory remediation. Moreover, a comprehensive needs assessment is required to determine the true costs of upgrading the full garment sector, including indirect suppliers. The cost of fixing all factories is likely to be much higher than the funds committed thus far.
Appendix I – Field Survey Questions

- Is this facility producing for the RMG sector?
- Name (English and Bangla)
- Address
- Number of workers
- Membership in BGMEA/BKMEA

- Does the facility take UD (utilization declaration)?
  - Always/sometimes/never

- Production for the domestic market?
  - Yes/partly/no

- What are the factory’s obstacles to increased production?
  - Fluctuations in orders
  - High labor turnover
  - High worker absenteeism
  - Low skill levels among workers
  - Old machines
  - Limited factory floorspace
  - Challenges accessing capital
  - Hartals, blockades, political instability
  - Unreliable electricity
  - Trade union activity

- Other comments/observations
## Appendix II – Funding and Financing for the Garment Sector in Bangladesh

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Amount (USD)</th>
<th>Source of Funding</th>
<th>Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Government of Bangladesh</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh Government domestic factory inspection budget⁹⁹</td>
<td>$12.9 million ($900,000 in 2013-14; $3m in 2014-15; $9m for 2015-16)</td>
<td>Government of Bangladesh Department of Inspections of Factories and Establishments (DIFE)</td>
<td>2013 - 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Governments – RMG Industry</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better Work Bangladesh⁷⁹ including ILO joint program &quot;Improving Working Conditions in the RMG Sector&quot;⁷¹</td>
<td>$31.4 million</td>
<td>Governments of the Netherlands, Switzerland, UK, Canada, and the United States</td>
<td>October 2013 - December 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILO program &quot;Promoting Social Dialogue and Harmonious Industrial Relations in the Bangladesh Ready-Made Garment Industry&quot;⁷²</td>
<td>$5.4 million</td>
<td>Government of Sweden</td>
<td>November 2015 - December 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAID Worker Empowerment Fund⁷³ Grants to the AFL-CIO Solidarity Center⁷⁴ &quot;Improving Representation in the Workplace&quot;⁷⁵ and &quot;Promoting Rights and Interests in Targeted Garment Communities&quot;⁷⁶</td>
<td>$4 million</td>
<td>U.S. Government</td>
<td>June 2016 - 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UKaid’s Responsible and Accountable Garment Sector Challenge Fund (RAGS)⁷⁷ program grants including ActionAid Bangladesh</td>
<td>$4.8 million</td>
<td>Government of UK</td>
<td>November 27, 2009 - March 31, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Governments – Export Industries (including but not limited to RMG)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Department of Labor Grants to the ILO for Better Work Programs in South Asia⁷⁸</td>
<td>$7.8 million</td>
<td>U.S. Government</td>
<td>One-time grants on December 15, 2010 ($5.3 million) and September 30, 2013 ($2.5 million)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## APPENDIX II – FUNDING AND FINANCING FOR THE GARMENT SECTOR IN BANGLADESH

### Loans

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Funders</th>
<th>Time Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ILO program &quot;Promoting Fundamental Rights and Labour Relations in Export Oriented Industries in Bangladesh&quot;</td>
<td>$2.5 million</td>
<td>Government of Norway</td>
<td>June 1, 2013 - May 31, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILO program &quot;Bangladesh Skills for Employment and Productivity Project (B-SEP)&quot;</td>
<td>$14.5 million</td>
<td>Government of Canada</td>
<td>March 27, 2013 - March 31 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UKaid’s Trade in Global Value Chains Initiative (TGVI) program grants including Better for Business and Workers and HerProject</td>
<td>$7.5 million</td>
<td>Government of UK</td>
<td>September 9, 2013 - September 8, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAID Development Credit Authority’s Credit Guarantee Facility for bank loans to factories supplying Accord and Alliance member brands</td>
<td>$22 million (18m for Alliance factories; 4m for Accord and Tripartite Action Plan factories)</td>
<td>U.S. Government, Prime Bank Limited, United Commercial Bank, the Alliance</td>
<td>Announced September 30, 2015; will provide long term USD and BD Taka loans to factories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFC Funding</td>
<td>$50 million in loans to fund RMG factory safety through the Accord and the Alliance</td>
<td>Accord, Alliance, VF*, and public and private donors</td>
<td>Announced July 7, 2015; will provide 1-3 year loans to factories</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* VF backs up to $10 million of the IFC loans with lower rates to its own suppliers.

### Foreign Brands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Funders</th>
<th>Time Period</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alliance for Bangladesh Worker Safety’s 5-year financial commitments to factory improvements plan</td>
<td>$50 million</td>
<td>27 North American companies</td>
<td>2013 - 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Accord’s 5-year financial commitment to factory improvements plan</td>
<td>$48 million</td>
<td>BRAC USA; Prime Minister’s Relief and Welfare Fund of Bangladesh; Primark; and other public and private brands, organizations, individuals, and anonymous donors.</td>
<td>Established September 13, 2013; first claim processed March 24, 2014; funding target reached September 18, 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Worker Compensation and Humanitarian Relief

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fund</th>
<th>Amount and Distribution</th>
<th>Funders</th>
<th>Establishment and Funding Target</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rana Plaza Arrangement Donors Trust Fund</td>
<td>30 million in compensation to victims and families of the Rana Plaza collapse(^7)</td>
<td>BRAC USA; Prime Minister’s Relief and Welfare Fund of Bangladesh; Primark; and other public and private brands, organizations, individuals, and anonymous donors.</td>
<td>Established September 13, 2013; first claim processed March 24, 2014; funding target reached September 18, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAC USA’s Bangladesh Humanitarian Fund(^8)</td>
<td>$5.43 million (includes $2.48 million directed toward the Rana Plaza Donors Trust Fund)</td>
<td>Donors including Walmart, Asda, The Children’s Place, The Gap Foundation, and VF Foundation</td>
<td>Began on April 24, 2014; fundraising ongoing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$281 million in international funding and financing</strong>(^*)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Exclusive of Government of Bangladesh domestic factory inspection budget
ENDNOTES


2. This MissingMaps project is a collaboration among the Red Cross, Humanitarian OpenStreetMap Team, and Medicins Sans Frontieres. It has begun to map parts of Dhaka. See OpenStreetMap, http://www.openstreetmap. org/relation/1846404#map=4/23.54/90.34.

3. See, for example, the extensive parcel mapping efforts of Loveland, a technology company based in San Francisco and Detroit, which is endeavoring to create a parcel map of the entire United States: Loveland, http://makeoverland.com.


9. The framework for this recommendation is derived from World Economic Forum, Shared Responsibility, above n 1.


11. This was not unusual for major garment ex- porting countries: Bangladesh’s competitors do not publish comprehensive data on their garment factories.


14. We began by identifying all duplicate records based on similarities in factory name and address. Because the DIFE source list was the largest and is run by the government, we used it as the primary record when combin- ing multiple records for the same factory (if a factory was not listed in DIFE, we used BGMEA, BKMEA, Alliance, and Accord as the source, in that order). The cleaned-up record identifies any additional source lists in which a factory is included, as well as all employment, product information, and production capacity numbers for the factory.

15. According to the Bangladeshi tax code, new industrial operations enjoy tax holidays in the first five to seven years of operation, depend- ing on location, in textiles, pharmaceuticals, plastics, computer hardware, petrochemi- cals, agricultural equipment, and industrial machinery, among others. See United States Department of State, Bureau of Economic and Business Affairs, “2015 Investment Climate Statement – Bangladesh,” http://www.state. gov/e/ebh/r/othr/ics/2015/241475.htm. This means that there are incentives to open new factories or re-open factories under new names to enjoy tax benefits. There does not appear to be a good process for removing old factories from the BGMEA and BKMEA lists, resulting in some list inflation.

16. Other manufacturing industries are present in both survey areas, but were not included in the survey. The teams were comprised of experts in garment production and were able to easily exclude non-garment factories from the survey.

17. See above, n 12.


20. The Members’ Directory also serves as a voter roll for BGMEA leadership elections. Factory owners who no longer maintain operational factories could still wield political influence by maintaining those factories on the BGMEA’s list.


24. Our list of 7,179 factories does not include information about a factory’s status as a direct or indirect supplier. Given the list’s size and the existence of the “UD list” that contains 3,200 direct exporters, we assume that our official list includes both kinds of suppliers. Research in this area would be greatly enhanced by the availability of more and better data.

25. On its website, BGMEA identifies the issuance of “Utilization Declaration (UD) and Utilization Permission (UP) as Entrusted by the Government” as one of its activities under Trade Facilitation and Promotion. See BGMEA, “BGMEA’s Activities,” http://www.bgmea.com.bd/home/pages/BGMEAASACTIVITIES.

26. A factory on the UD list may only take UD a few times during the year because it can be both a direct and indirect exporter. To maintain steady production throughout the year, such factories take a mix of subcontracted orders and direct orders.
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